
Michigan Technological University is 
suffering from an infestation of small 
imaginary creatures. Normally easy to 
deal with, infestations of small creatures 
are solved by various methods including 
fumigation, traps, or poison left out to 
catch them. Even at Tech you can some-
times find poison ant food traps left 
out, near doors and the like. However, 
such traps and methods are ineffectual 
against imaginary creatures, the Daily 
Bull Reports. Meanwhile, gremlins have 
been invading all sorts of places, causing 
problems with machines, people, work-
ers, and equipment. It’s unknown how 
to stop them and they seem to thrive in 
higher tech environment.

Some nights I stay up 
Cramming with my calc book
Some nights I use CAD to 
draw

Some nights I wish that my
Hands could type an essay
Some nights I wish they’d 
just fall off

But I still wake up
I still fail your tests
Oh Prof, I’m still not sure 
What I try for, ohhh
What do I try for?
What do I try for?
Most nights I don’t know...
Anymore!

This is Tech, guys, this is WAR
Why don’t they fairly score?
Why don’t we break the 
curve already?
I was never one to believe 
the hype -- 
Study through both day and 
night --
I try twice as hard and I’m half 
as wise
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It’s all-nighter season!

Friday, November 9, 2012
When angry count to ten before 
you speak. If very angry, count 

to one hundred.
-Thomas Jefferson

see Pantalones on back
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Michigan Tech Suffering from 
Infestation of Gremlins.
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According the National Invasive Species 
Council, the Gremlin poses the largest 
threat to America right now. Even more 
than those bastardized African honey 
bees that were supposed to be more 
docile African bees, and instead ended 
up as way fucking more bat-shit insanely 
aggressive honey bees. It is hoped that 
disaster can be averted by eliminating 
the gremlins before they are allowed to 
spread, especially via air travel.

Right now the TSA and FAA are recom-
mending to all airline flights that they 
check their bags, engines, and other 
material for the gremlins or their relatives. 
They’ve listed on their website how to 

It’s Ken Ken Time!

By Liz ~ Daily Bull

see No Mas on back

Fill the grid with the digits 1-8 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column 
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the 
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example, 
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the 
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.

On the bright side, it’s not this bad yet!

Some 
Loooong 

College Nights



quickly. 

That’s where you guys, our loyal read-
ers, come in!  I need more questions to 
ask! What do you want to know about 
our staff?  Let me know at bull@mtu.
edu and I’ll work the good ones into 
the rotation. 

Now that I’ve gotten through the busi-
ness, here are some tips for first years 
heading toward their first finals season:

1.  Keep staying up til 2am or later.  The 
stress on your body totally isn’t setting 
you up to crash.

2.  You don’t need to worry about that 
0% attendance/participation grade.

3. Drink loads of Monster.  A good 
chemical addiction to caffeine will help 
you focus.  Good luck!

when the weather has warmed up. 
The NISC is expecting there to be a 
large explosion of population once 
the gremlins hit larger population 
centers like Minneapolis, Milwaukee, 
or Chicago, before moving south to 
Texas, Alabama, and other summer 
states.

Be vigilant readers, and keep an eye 
out for this dangerous, fuzzy little 
creature. If you see one, please kill it, 
check for any damage to surrounding 
equipment, and then report it to the 
authorities. They will make sure to file 
it with the proper agencies, to try and 
take out the Gremlin before it can 
spread (hopefully).

Five minutes in and I’m bored again
Ten semester of this, 
I’m not sure if anybody understands...
This place is not for the faint of heart -
Study in groups, dude, you have to 
start...
Who the f*ck wants to cram alone
All holed up in the campus labs?

My heart is breaking for the Chem E’s 
And the con they call “design”
When I look into my housemate’s eyes
Man, you wouldn’t believe
The most explosive things
They can come from... some terrible 
L i i i i eeeeEEEeeEEEee[autotune]
EEeeeess...

The other night, you wouldn’t believe
The dream I had about being free
I went to bed, and we’d both agree
It’s for the best we skip this lecture
It’s for the best we get our sleep in, 
oh...
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check for such shenanigans that may 
give away the presence of a gremlin. 
Thus far there have been no fatalities 
or plane crashes as a result of gremlins, 
but that doesn’t mean that the FAA 
isn’t worried. The gremlin alert level is 
red, the highest it’s been in since the 
alert level was instituted in 1984, and 
we’re just waiting for the first story to 
break about gremlin caused accidents 
beginning to occur.

It seems the infestation is currently 
spreading south as the north is getting 
too cold for the creatures. Due to the 
sparsity of civilization up here, they’re 
not expected to return for some time, 
but could easily do so at a later date 

And here comes finals week to jack 
my style.

But that’s alright
I got a broomball game to play tonight
Stops my bones from wondering 
Just who I am, who I am, who I am
Oh, who am I? Mmm...

Well, some nights I wish 
That the work would end
‘Cos I could use some sleep for a 
change
And some nights I’m scared
I’ll forget all this chem
Some nights I always win (I never win)

But I still wake up
I still fail your tests
Oh Prof, I’m still not sure what I try 
for, ohhh
What do I try for?
What do I try for?
Most nights I don’t know... anymore!

So this is it? I sold my soul for this?
Washed my life of fun for this?

from Pantalones on front

I put myself in debt for this?

No. When I read labs, when I read...
When I read labs, that’s all they are.
When I get grades, 
They fail one by one
So come on... oh, come on...
Oh come on.... OH COME ON!

Well, that is class, Tech, this is all

from No Mas on front

Comp. Editor’s Note: applauding this 
parody during lecture is totally legit and 
will give you +1 chillness for the day.

Get to Know the Bullstaff!...Next Week
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

My Get to Know the Bullstaff series will return next Tuesday.  Many apologies 
for promising one this week and not following through, but I have many good 
reasons for it, like....swag...internet cats...and yolo?  Anyway, I’ve realized that 
I need some new interview questions to ask my fellow writers.  With over a 
dozen staffers left to go, the same 25-or-so questions will get very old very 


